New!

- payload up to 20 kg / 44 lb
- weighs only 19 kg / 41.8 lb
- for a broad range of camcorders
- ready in seconds, very small packing dimensions
- for creative panning shots

www.abc-products.de

e-mail: info@abc-products.de
A light-weight multi-purpose jib (Item No. 8240-0)

The Jib 100 is a very versatile piece of equipment that can be used for a broad range of camcorders. Like all ABC Products equipment, it can be reduced to very small packing dimensions and assembled within minutes which make it the perfect equipment for use on the run. The features include integrated horizontal and vertical brakes as well as a fine trimmer to level the jib continuously and precisely. Furthermore, the Jib 100 provides a euro mount adapter at the jib head that permits to mount offset ball adapters, remote heads and many more accessories. The crane support can be set on every tripod with ball adapters of 100 or 150mm diameter (optional with euromount adapter).

Technical data:
- weight: 19kg/ 41.8 lb
- transport dimensions (approx.): 150x35x24cm / 59x14x9 inch
- boom-length: 162cm / 64 inch
- total jib length: 240cm / 94 inch
- lift (when tripod is 110cm): 215cm / 84 inch
- max. payload: 20kg / 44 lb
- max. counterweight: 40kg / 88 lb

Package includes:
- jib with crane support and euromount clamp 80mm
- ball adapter 75 or 100mm
- counter weight rod (30mm Ø)
  incl. QuickPin handles
- user manual

Technical changes without notice. For more information on the Jib 100, please visit www.abc-products.de.

About ABC ...

ABC Products has been active in studying solutions for the moving camera technique for many years. The main emphasis of the innovative developments is on consistent lightweight construction with high functionality and longevity: broadcast equipment for everyday use on the set.

Products include:
- camera balance systems (HandyMan) hand-operated or body supported for different camera weights.
- Light Cranes with different lengths, from the consumer up to the professional device with Remote Head.
- Light Dollies with track systems.

ABC Products is also able to customize besides offering an extensive list of accessories which have all one in common:
- filming with the moving camera!

Additional accessories:
- Soft bag
- Tripod 132x with leveling system
- Counterweights
- Sand bag
- Monitor TFT 7"
- Monitor support
- Double euro adapter
- div. ball adapters
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